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 The game was released in North America on November 3, 2005 and in Europe on November 8, 2005. It features 17 drivers and
9 tracks in career mode, and 22 teams and 21 circuits in the game's multiplayer mode. Gameplay The game is presented in 3D,

although the player's view is a flat 2D plane. The tracks are rendered in pre-rendered 3D, but the cars themselves and the
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cockpit view are rendered in 2D. The car models are more complete than in Formula One 2001, but are limited to a lower
polygon count, with less detail. The stereoscopic effect, previously only available in 3D games with anaglyph glasses, is now

available without special glasses. The game features a new AI system, which provides more realistic driving behavior. The AI
will race to overtake on passing spots, and the game gives assists such as brake assists, intelligent tire wear prediction, and a

supercharged engine. There are also more control options than in previous Formula One games, allowing players to adjust the
sensitivity of the steering, throttle, and brake pedals. The game also features a novice difficulty level which makes the AI

behave in a more standard fashion, and an expert difficulty level which has more aggressive AI. In career mode, the player starts
off with only three available cars, but can unlock more by progressing through the game. The game's single-player mode consists
of a Career Mode and a Tournament Mode. The Career mode is a standard progression mode, where the player must win races

on all 18 tracks to progress to the next championship. There are 5 championships, with the GT class being the easiest. The
Tournament mode is similar to that of its predecessor Formula One 2001, where players can participate in one-off

championships. The game also features a Versus mode, allowing players to race against CPU opponents. Development and
release On May 24, 2005, Studio Liverpool was awarded the contract for the 2006 iteration of the Formula One video game
series. The game was announced on August 22, 2005 and would be released in 2006. Although there were also rumors of a

PlayStation Portable version of the game, Studio Liverpool stated that they did not have plans to port it. In the North American
version of Formula One 06, the game uses the PS2's SPU2 coprocessor and is rendered in 720p resolution. However, the

European version uses the PS2's SPU1 coprocessor and is rendered in 480i, the resolution of the 82157476af
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